An Irish Experience

WHEREVER YOU GO AND
WHATSOEVER YOU DO,
MAY THE LUCK OF THE IRISH
BE THERE WITH YOU.

123 West 45th Street
Between 6th and Broadway

203 East 45th Street
Between 3rd and 2nd Avenue
May you get all your wishes but one, so that you will always have something to strive for!
**Burgers**

**The Perfect Pint Burger**
- 1/2 lb. Certified Angus Beef®, Applewood Bacon, White Cheddar 14

**Cheese Burger Blue**
- 1/2 lb. Certified Angus Beef®, Blue Cheese, Guinness Caramelized Onions 13

**Memphis Spiced BBQ Burger**
- 1/2 lb. Certified Angus Beef®, BBQ Onions, Applewood Smoked Bacon, Boom Boom Slaw, Cheddar 14

**Gaelic Burger**
- 1/2 lb. Certified Angus Beef®, Irish Bacon, Cheddar Cheese, Caramelized Onions 14

**Fiesta Turkey Burger**
- Pepper-Jack Cheese, Tomato Salsa, Guacamole 13

**Incredible Lamb Burger**
- Laced with Fresh Herbs & Spices, Pepper-Jack Cheese, Tzatziki Sauce 14

**Black Bean Quinoa**
- Served on our signature roll with lettuce, tomato, onion, fries
- Gluten free buns are available upon request on any burger or sandwich Add 2

**Sandwiches**

**The Perfect Cheese Steak**
- Open-Faced, Certified Angus Beef® NY Strip Steak, Applewood Smoked Bacon, Guinness BBQ Onions, Irish Cheddar, Porter Cheese, Ciabatta Bread 19

**Applewood Grilled Chicken**
- Chicken Breast, White Cheddar, Applewood Smoked Bacon, Mango Chutney Mayo, Ciabatta Bread 14

**Turkey Cuban Panini**
- Roasted Turkey, Hickory Smoked Turkey, Swiss Cheese, Dijon Mustard, Pickles, Euro Flat Bread 13

**The Perfect Pint Reuben**
- Grilled Lean Corned Beef, Sauerkraut, Swiss Cheese, Thousand Island Dressing, Thick Cut Rye 14

**Perfect Crab Cake**
- Chesapeake Crab Cake, White Cheddar, Applewood Smoked Bacon, Spicy Scallion Mayo, Country Roll 15

**Grilled Portobello**
- Grilled Portobello Mushroom, Fresh Mozzarella, Roasted Red Peppers, Basil Pesto Mayo, Balsamic Glaze, Ciabatta Bread 13

**Grilled Spicy Tuna Wrap**
- Spicy Mayo, Avocado, Tomato, Spicy Slaw, Honey Wheat Tortilla 15

**Southwestern Chicken Wrap**
- Tender Chicken, Cheddar-Jack Cheese, Roasted Corn, Peppers, Onions, Field Greens, Spicy Mayo, Honey Wheat Tortilla 13

**Entrees**

**Irish Fare**

**Harp Fish & Chips**
- Harp Beer Battered, Hand-Cut Fries 17

**Bangers & Mash**
- Irish Sausage, Guinness Caramelized Onion Gravy, Mashed Potatoes 17

**Chicken Pot Pie**
- Chicken Breast, Vegetables, Cream Sauce, Golden Puff Pastry 17

**Irish Beef Stew**
- Braised Beef, Hearty Vegetables, Savory Brown Sauce 17

**Shepherds Pie**
- Ground Beef, Vegetables, Gravy, Mashed Potatoes 17

**Pasta**

**Shrimp Fantasia**
- Jumbo Shrimp, Broccoli Florets, Sundried Tomato, Oil & Garlic, Penne Pasta 19

**Death By Lobster**
- Lobster Ravioli, Lobster Sherry Cream, Lobster Garnish 19

**From Land & Sea**

**Grilled Cowboy Steak**
- Certified Angus Beef®, Rib Steak, Guinness Caramelized Onions 33

**Naked T-Bone Steak**
- Certified Angus Beef® smothered with Onions & Mushrooms 30

**Chesapeake Crab Cakes**
- Old Bay Sauce Tarter Sauce 20

**Pistachio Salmon**
- Salmon Filet, Jameson-Honey Dijon Glaze, Pistachio Crust 19

**Coconut Chicken Curry**
- Tender Chicken Rich Curry Sauce, Toasted Coconut, Roasted Cashews, Rice 17

**Crabmeat Stuffed Sole Bernaise**
- Rice Pilaf, Vegetable Du Jour 18

*• 18% gratuity added to parties of 6 or more
• Split plate charge 5
• Please tell your server about any allergies as not all ingredients appear on menu*
GUINNESS – Ireland’s own black & white stout makes “THE PERFECT PINT”
GUINNESS BLONDE – The blonde American lager uses the proprietary Guinness yeast along with crystal malt and American hops
GUINNESS NITRO – A complex mix of five hop varieties yields a strong body with citrus flavors and pine notes
SMITHWICKS – Ireland’s oldest red ale is the second most popular beer in Ireland after Guinness
HARP – The combination of golden barley and the choicest hops makes this Ireland’s most favored lager
KILKENNY IRISH CREAM ALE – With its deep red hue and rich creamy head delivers a smooth and flavorful taste
MAGNERS – Since 1935, 17 varieties of apple are grown in the Magners’ Orchards in Clonmel, Ireland
THE PERFECT PINT IRISH RED – Stemmed from Eire over 150 years ago, Irelands finest barley, caramelized malt, flawless color and darkened barley, that is slowly roasted to perfection
GOOSE ISLAND IPA – A highly hopped ale, that is quite simply a hop lovers dream, fruity aroma with a dry malt finish
STELLA ARTOIS – Born in 1926 and originally a special Christmas beer, hence the name; Stella is Latin for “Star”
HEINEKEN – Available in almost every country in the world, Heineken is the most valuable international beer brand
THE PERFECT PINT GOLDEN WHEAT – Unfiltered wheat ale, medium bodied, naturally cloudy with hints of citrus
CARLSBERG – Founded in 1847, this pilsner from Denmark provides a harmoniously balanced taste between bitter and sweet
CHIMAY – Since 1862, the Cistercian monks of Chimay, Belgium have been developing the production of Trappist beers
DUVEL GREEN – Full-flavored aromatic Belgian golden ale, gentle hopiness, sublet with hints of fruitiness and smooth dryness
PILSNER URQUELL – This Czech beer was the original Pilsner, a label now used to describe all bottom-fermented “Pilsner” beers
SIERRA NEVADA – Generous quantities of premium Cascade hops give this pale ale its fragrant bouquet and spicy flavor
HOOGLING – From America’s oldest brewery in Pennsylvania, it has been in production for over 175 years
HOEGAARDEN – Hoegaarden is “white” spiced and fermented from wheat in the medieval fashion
BLUE MOON – Unfiltered Belgian-style wheat ale spiced with fresh coriander and orange peel for a uniquely complex taste
BUD LITE – Introduced in 1982, it has grown to become the best selling beer in the USA and number one light beer in the world
BROOKLYN LAGER – American amber lager supported by a fine bitterness and floral hop aroma, caramel malts slow to the finish
SAM ADAMS BOSTON LAGER – Offering a full, rich flavor that is both balanced and complex
SAM ADAMS CHERRY WHEAT – Ale brewed with cherries, crisp and fruity with a hint of honey
SAM ADAMS SEASONAL – Summer Ale, Oktoberfest, Winter Lager and Spring Lager. Sam Adams has a beer for all seasons
LEFFE BLOND – Belgian style beer smooth and fruity has a spicy after taste with a hint of bitter orange, light and sunny in color, Leffe Blond is there flagship of beer
ANGRY ORCHARD – Bittersweet and slightly spicy with a bright apple aroma and a dryness that makes you pucker
ELYSIAN SEASONAL BEER – Rotates with the seasons

THE PERFECT ROTATING CRAFT BEER – Please ask your bartender for the flavor of the month ~
ALUMINUM BOTTLES – MILLER LITE • CORONA • COORS LIGHT • BUD • BUD LIGHT • MICHELOB ULTRA

MAY YOU ALWAYS HAVE A CLEAN SHIRT, A CLEAR CONSCIENCE AND ENOUGH COINS IN YOUR POCKET TO BUY The Perfect Pint!
GUINNESS – Ireland’s own black & white stout makes “THE PERFECT PINT”

GUINNESS BLONDE – The blonde American lager uses the proprietary Guinness yeast along with crystal malt and American hops

GUINNESS NITRO – A complex mix of five hop varieties yields a strong body with citrus flavors and pine notes

SMITHWICKS – Ireland’s oldest red ale is the second most popular beer in Ireland after Guinness

HARP – The combination of golden barley and the choicest hops makes this Ireland’s most favored lager

KILKENNY IRISH CREAM ALE – With its deep red hue and rich creamy head delivers a smooth and flavorful taste

MAGNERS – Since 1935, 17 varieties of apple are grown in the Magners’ Orchards in Clonmel, Ireland

THE PERFECT PINT IRISH RED – Stemmed from Eire over 150 years ago, Ireland’s finest barley, caramelized malt, flawless color and darkened barley, that is slowly roasted to perfection

GOOSE ISLAND IPA – A highly hopped ale, that is quite simply a hop lovers dream, fruity aroma with a dry malt finish

STELLA ARTOIS – Born in 1926 and originally a special Christmas beer, hence the name; Stella is Latin for “Star”

HEINEKEN – Available in almost every country in the world, Heineken is the most valuable international beer brand

THE PERFECT PINT GOLDEN WHEAT – Unfiltered wheat ale, medium bodied, naturally cloudy with hints of citrus

CARLSBERG – Founded in 1847, this pilsner from Denmark provides a harmoniously balanced taste between bitter and sweet

CHIMAY – Since 1862, the Cistercian monks of Chimay, Belgium have been developing the production of Trappist beers

DUVEL GREEN – Full-flavored aromatic Belgian golden ale, gentle hopiness, sublet with hints of fruitiness and smooth dryness

PILSNER URQUELL – This Czech beer was the original Pilsner, a label now used to describe all bottom-fermented “Pilsner” beers

SIERRA NEVADA – Generous quantities of premium Cascade hops give this pale ale its fragrant bouquet and spicy flavor

YUENGLING – From America’s oldest brewery in Pennsylvania, it has been in production for over 175 years

HOEGAARDEN – Hoegaarden is “white” spiced and fermented from wheat in the medieval fashion

BLUE MOON – Unfiltered Belgian-style wheat ale spiced with fresh coriander and orange peel for a uniquely complex taste

BUD LITE – Introduced in 1982, it has grown to become the best selling beer in the USA and number one light beer in the world

BROOKLYN LAGER – American amber lager supported by a fine bitterness and floral hop aroma, caramel malts slow to the finish

SAM ADAMS BOSTON LAGER – Offering a full, rich flavor that is both balanced and complex

SAM ADAMS CHERRY WHEAT – Ale brewed with cherries, crisp and fruity with a hint of honey

SAM ADAMS SEASONAL – Summer Ale, Oktoberfest, Winter Lager and Spring Lager, Sam Adams has a beer for all seasons

ELYSIAN SEASONAL BEER – Rotates with the seasons

BASS ALE – The Bass Ale Red Triangle was the first ever trademark in Great Britain, making it a pioneer in global marketing

NEW CASTLE BROWN ALE – From Newcastle, England, believed to be the first place in Britain to brew beer

THE PERFECT ROTATING CRAFT BEER – Please ask your bartender for the flavor of the month –

ALUMINUM BOTTLES – MILLER LITE • CORONA • COORS LIGHT • BUD • BUD LIGHT • MICHELOB ULTRA

MAY YOU ALWAYS HAVE A CLEAN SHIRT,
A CLEAR CONSCIENCE
AND ENOUGH COINS IN YOUR POCKET
TO BUY The Perfect Pint!
GUINNESS ~ Ireland’s own black & white stout makes “THE PERFECT PINT”

GUINNESS BLONDE ~ The blonde American lager uses the proprietary Guinness yeast along with crystal malt and American hops

SMITHWICKS ~ Ireland’s oldest red ale is the second most popular beer in Ireland after Guinness

HARP ~ The combination of golden barley and the choicest hops makes this Ireland’s most favored lager

KILKENNY IRISH CREAM ALE ~ With its deep red hue and rich creamy head delivers a smooth and flavorful taste

MAGNERS ~ Since 1935, 17 varieties of apple are grown in the Magners’ Orchards in Clonmel, Ireland

THE PERFECT PINT IRISH RED ~ Stemmed from Eire over 150 years ago, Ireland’s finest barley, caramelized malt, faintly colored and darkened barley, that is slowly roasted to perfection

GOOSE ISLAND IPA ~ A highly hopped ale, that is quite simply a hop lovers dream, fruity aroma with a dry malt finish

NEWCASTLE BROWN ALE ~ From Newcastle, England, believed to be the first place in Britain to brew beer

STELLA ARTOIS ~ Born in 1926 and originally a special Christmas beer, hence the name; Stella is Latin for “Star”

HEINEKEN ~ Available in almost every country in the world, Heineken is the most valuable international beer brand

THE PERFECT PINT GOLDEN WHEAT ~ Unfiltered wheat ale, medium bodied, naturally cloudy with hints of citrus

CARLSBERG ~ Founded in 1847, this pilsner from Denmark provides a harmoniously balanced taste between bitter and sweet

CHIMAY ~ Since 1862, the Cistercian monks of Chimay, Belgium have been developing the production of Trappist beers

DUVEL GREEN ~ Full-flavored aromatic Belgian golden ale, gentle hopiness, sublet with hints of fruitiness and smooth dryness

PILSNER URQUELL ~ This Czech beer was the original Pilsner, a label now used to describe all bottom-fermented “Pilsner” beers

LEFFE BLOND ~ Belgium style beer smooth and fruity has a spicy after taste with a hint of bitter orange, light and sunny in color, Leffe Blond is there flagship of beer

LAGUNITAS IPA ~ American India pale ale, brewed in California, moderately hoppy and well balanced

BLUE MOON ~ Unfiltered Belgian-style wheat ale spiced with fresh coriander and orange peel for a uniquely complex taste

BUD LIGHT ~ Introduced in 1982, it has grown to become the best selling beer in the USA and number one light beer in the world

BROOKLYN LAGER ~ American amber lager supported by a fine bitterness and floral hop aroma, caramel malts slow to the finish

LEFFE BLOND ~ Belgian style beer smooth and fruity has a spicy after taste with a hint of bitter orange, light and sunny in color, Leffe Blond is their flagship of beer

LAGUNITAS IPA ~ American India pale ale, brewed in California, moderately hoppy and well balanced

DOG FISH HEAD, (60 MINUTES) ~ Brewed in Milton, Delaware, clear amber body, the hops are citrusy, piney and sits atop a caramel backbone

ALLAGASH WHITE ~ Brewed in Portland, Maine, Belgian style wheat beer, brewed with spices, coriander, Curacao orange peel, fruity refreshing and slightly cloudy in appearance

GUN HILL IPA ~ West coast influenced IPA, citrus and grass in the aroma, rounded out by the flavor of citrus and pine

ANGRY ORCHARD ~ Bittersweet and slightly spicy with a bright apple aroma and a dryness that makes you pucker

CONY ISLAND MERMAID PILSNER ~ A dry hopped American rye pilsner, four spicy hops flow into seven golden malts

WHALE TALE PALE ALE ~ An amber English-style ale that has a nice balance between hops and malt

ELYSIAN SEASONAL BEER ~ Rotates with the seasons

FRANZISKANER WEISSBIER ~ A German Hefeweizen beer, very cloudy, orange & yellow in color, fragrances of coriander letmp

GUINNESS NITRO ~ A complex mix of five hop varieties yields a strong body with citrus flavors and pine notes

SPATEN ~ Classic premium lager brewed in Munich, Germany